1. Do Mr. Neville want a new car asked Jack.

2. My family went to Yellowstone national park in June.

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the root word on the line.
   repainted ________  beautiful _________  enviable ________

4. Add the correct suffix to the word in bold to match the meaning. Write the new word.
   being happy __________  most tall __________

5. Write the plural form of the words below.
   peach__________  penny_________  wolf__________

1. Win is faith getting a new volleyball.

2. Reeds Spring Elementary had a Christmas concert on Thursday.

3. Circle the adverb in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   The moon shone brightly in the night.

4. Circle the correct way to write the city and state.
   Springfield, Missouri  springfield, Missouri  Springfield, Missouri

5. Divide the words into syllables. Circle the vowel digraphs or diphthongs.
   rainbow  throughout  download
1. Macrote a book report on Charlotte's Web

2. They ate pizza, green beans, and a cookie for lunch.

3. Circle the verb in the sentence. Underline the prepositional phrase.
   Laney took her coat to the playground.

4. Circle the adjective in the sentence. Underline the noun it is describing.
   We saw several giraffes at the zoo.

5. Write the abbreviations correctly.
   Sept __________  Mon __________  Dr __________
   September  Monday  Doctor

1. Robert once to go campin at Table Rock Lake

2. We can read Diary of a Wimpy Kid tomorrow. Sayed mom.

3. Use context clues to figure out the underlined word. Pick the correct synonym.
   You can sit in the chairs if they are unoccupied.
   broken  empty  full  dirty

4. Correct the spelling on the suffixes below.
   harmfull __________  worthles __________  builuble __________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Mrs. Kelley licks to see happiness on her kids faces

2. There is a huge spider on your arm screamed Lilly

3. Circle the verbs below that show past tense.
   go    saw    jump    went    shouted    bent

4. Circle the correct present-tense verb to complete the sentence.
   The girls (practice / practices) jumping at recess.

5. Divide the words into syllables with a /.
   bottle    hollow    nothing

Write an opinion paragraph about which animal makes the best pet.